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Radio Spectrum Pollution
Electrosmog is an inevitable effect of emergence of domestic and technological tools,
domestic power grids, wireless technologies, satellite and infrastructure with here we
are in contact every day and for longer periods, in many case 24 hours out of 24.
This is the chaotic electromagnetic waves ranging in addition of those equally
dangerous generated by natural phenomena. Electrosmog is a form of environmental
pollution more widespread that decreases health, physical and mental strength, so
sneaky, why aren’t easily recognizable because it is odorless, tasteless and invisible.
The sources linked to satellite scans (gps, military and civilian radar, television etc.)
constantly sending signals from space to Earth, make sure there’s a continuous
presence of electromagnetic scans altering, injurious to every human.
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The Market
The market is relatively new and not yet mature, although the problem electrosmog is
perceived since the early 1990s, first in the USA and then in Europe and Italy, coinciding
with the spread of mobile devices and their repeaters. By 2011 the attention and
sensitivity on the subject has been characterized by a significant acceleration:
independent bodies have supported the research and universities around the world,
particularly in northern Europe, the World Health Organization and International Agency
for research on Cancer, expressed themselves more authoritative, clear and assertive.
The law, even in Italy, recognized the causal link in place of justice, European legislation
has issued an important directive on the merits. They were born in recent years to
protect public health, many associations, movements and organizations locally and
nationally recognized. Together with these, in the spring of 2015, the most
distinguished Italian researchers were promoters, protagonists and subscribers of an
important document designed to the highest offices of State Italian and the European
Parliament. The facts and history teach us that in the meantime progress is unstoppable
and moves with exponential trend, even in the near future, it is expected a spread even
more virulent, with a further sharp increase in energy demand. Because the electricity is
considered the energy with greater environmental sustainability, with alternative and
renewable sources, what‘s the trend of electrosmog? This scenario suggests we are at
the beginning of two decades rich for this market, practically virgin without rulers and
with over 7 billion of potential customers with a need, to date, much as some latent and
growing.

How to defend yourself
It has been studied and created the biotuner BioSynt
medical

device

prevention.
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as

an

instrument

of

personal

BioSynt Tecnology
BioSynt technology for the protection of vital activity
by fields of artificial (Electrosmog) and natural disturbance (geopathy).

The devices developed want to be an effective preventive support to significantly reduce
the risk of potential health damage, caused by the prolonged exposure to these physical
agents that could alter the biological functions of the living.

The medical device BioSynt consists of a support for the personal protection of 3 meters
range, is realized in different sizes models denominated:

Healthy

Echo

Journey

Harmony

World

Cheope

Pulse

Dream

Pure

Memory

The protection of the person models are
designed

to

be

assembled

as

main

components of bracelets, pendants, badges,
or

alternative

supports,

adhesive

or

selfadhesive.

This presentation describes in every detail
the model Healthy badge biosynthetiser.
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Personal support of prevention from problems or alterations from
electrosmog, operating radius of 3 meters, made in PVC, designed as an
element for the realization of bracelets, pendants, necklaces, rings, key
chains, badges, labels. For range is the maximum distance between the
device and the user.
BioSynt products are not environmental devices, do not affect the
habitat, but are able to work remotely by the user according to the
range of expected, or mitigate alterations and problems caused by
electrosmog, stabilizing the body’s electromagnetic load (and that’s
seen through medical skin bioelectronics measurements), in order to
reduce noise and potential damage caused by natural or artificial is
electrosmog.
The BioSynt devices create a balance of energies in the body that convert
electromagnetic frequencies disturbing forces in bio compatible and
harmonious with electrochemical functioning of the organism.

INDICATIONS AND USAGE MODE
Recommended to defend against long term exposure to electromagnetic
emanations of electrical and / or electronic equipment and risk of
geophaty. Made with operating radius of 3 meters, so that even when
not worn, when placed in close proximity and on an electrically powered
device or stored in your pocket, makes all user its function such as when
you are sleeping or are stationed in your desk, even for those who
cannot wear badges, bracelets, rings and pendants for hygienic reasons
and or safety. Thanks to the properties of BioSynt technology, the
constant use helps to significantly prevent the states and the typical
inflammatory disorders electrosensitivity.
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Warning and Observations
WARNING
BioSynt supports do not constitute in any way items such
as shields and have no therapeutic purpose. As described
here is not a substitute for diagnoses or medical advice.
BioSynt devices are not drugs or electromedical devices.
We recommend you to use electrical and electronic tools
only for the time strictly necessary and uses it to update
itself periodically with correct information on these
pollutants and to conduct more aware in the use of tools
and technology, particularly to protect the health of
weaker and smaller.

UNDESIDERABLE EFFECTS
All BioSynt devices although they can be considered
microelectronic instruments, appear as amorphous, are socalled passive supports, or are not powered by electricity
sources, they do not interference in any way with electronic
equipment

and

have

found

no

side

effects.

The

simultaneous use of more BioSynt medical devices does not
involve any kind of interference or operational changes, it
involves no additional benefit to the user.

STORAGE AND MAINTENANCE
For proper operation of the devices is recommended to
avoid exposure to high temperatures avoiding heat sources.
The devices are designed to function properly even if they
come into contact with fresh or salt water. The devices to
function must remain intact, it is advisable not to remove
the elements that constitute the support devices in which
they are eventually allocated, keeping them out of reach of
children. The complete devices or in case of accidental
breakage, having regard to the material, may be disposed as
normal urban solid waste.
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Medical tests and provings
For medical tests we use to medical facilities, both traditional and
natural. Especially the check-up bio electronic medical center of Prof.
Dott. Flavio Gazzola, who use it E.A.V. method and that for over
twenty years studying the effects and possible remedies for the
prevention of risks from elettromagnetic pollution.

BIOELECTRIC MEDICAL SURVEY EAV
The electrophysiological testing according to Voll, in code EAV, is an
examination of electronic measurement of acupuncture points; the
parameters evaluated are the conductivity and electric capacity. Each
acupuncture point corresponds to an organ or part of an organ:
alternation of capacity and conductivity values of the acupuncture
point corresponds to an alteration of these values in the cells of the
corresponding organ. Each cell holds a potential medium of about 90
mV between the endocellular and extracellular space, being part of
the endocellular and extracellular space minus pole part pole.
The EAV electrical measurement and interprets that memory by
providing current health condition or disease of the internal organs.
To each acupuncture point provides two numbers: the first number
indicates the instant activity here is organ: values below 50 indicate a
slowdown

in

activity

and

a

tendency

to

hypo-functional

or

degenerative disease; values above 60 indicate an excess of activity,
which is a functional condition or inflammatory; the second number is
the electrical capacity of the acupuncture point and is the most
important value, because it is its defensive forces and of the
possibilities of regenerative organs (in conditions of normalcy its
value is between o and 2). At the end of the list of values can be
provides a comprehensive index which provides a comprehensive
assessment of Pathological Conditions it contacts the mobile into
standby with the person’s body and still are measured values.
Almost constantly, on or more or all of the points considered undergo
an

alternation

on

average

around

80

value

(value

marked

inflammatory) and 9 times out of 10 with an average drop of 10 (the

BIO-MEDICAL CONCLUSIONS

needle falls within three seconds from 80 to 70). This is an index of
electrical capacity loss by the cell and inflammatory state induced by
mobile, even in standby.

BioSynt

is

effective

in

the

prevention

of

neurodegenerative disorders caused by electromagnetic

At this point it contacts with the volunteer’ body a Biosynt device. The
mean drops to 53 (normal value) alternatively applies Biosynt to cell
mobile and repeat the measurements. Normalize values, the EAV
index on average stabilizes on 52. (Value of normalcy)

pollution and allows a stabilization of body resistance,
witnessed by neurodegenerative points balance altered.
The tests described here were performed with all
models BioSynt and on all production material.
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Sanitary Recognitions
Registration Ministry of Health
Medical Device
BioSynt devices comply with European Parliament and Council Directive 2001/95/CE
of December 3, 2001 transposed by D. Lgs. 172 of May 21, 2004

Registration of medical device
All BioSynt devices are registred in the
database of medical devices of the
Ministry of Italian Health. The present
model Healthy in this presentation
door as registration number: 1360199
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Bio Syntonizer

Healthy
Model

Rectangular support for cards, badges, charms, pendants, labels.

The model Healthy, like all medical devices

BioSynt, it is recommended to defend against
long

exposures

to

electromagnetic

emanations of electrical and/or electronic
equipment and risks from geopathy.

Healthy PVC Model
cod. PVCBSHE001

Made with 3 meters operations radius, so that
even not worn, if placed in close proximity or
stored in your pocket, make the user its
function, such as when you sleep or is
stationed in their workstation.
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Warranty and Quality
BioSynt Production Technology Processes meet the requirements necessary for registration of
the medical device and ensure the highest standards of quality.

BioSynt Warranty 2 years duration is strictly enforced on each device.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE
AND WARNINGS
The

BioSynt device is deployed in

conformity with the regulations in force
with instructions for use and warnings.
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